Zero Covid : Planet China in orbit

As expats living in China, In the last 2 years, we have been feeling like we’re living on another planet. A
trip outside China to reunite with our beloved ones is as hazardous and expensive as a ride in Elon
Musk's Space X, with cosmonauts in Hazmut as the only human contact on return during the 14 to 21
days of quarantine back in China. Now that the world is shifting to post-covid era, we will drift apart for
another light year away... A new analysis from the volunteer team of Solidarity Covid -Expats in China
An international “post Covid” summit was organized last week, initially to mark the end of the pandemic
and better anticipate the next ones. Yet they didn’t dare go all the way to the end of Covid… Because
before the next pandemic, we will have a couple of variants of Omicron which may, 6 months after the
January peak, affect people whose immunity acquired by the previous infection (+ the vaccines) would
have waned. Omicron may be less lethal for vaccinated people, but since it is much more contagious, we
will end up with more deaths in the end, at least in Western countries where Covid reporting has been
maintained.
Omicron deaths vs Delta deaths:

There are 3 categories of countries where Omicron deaths are higher than Delta deaths:
1) Countries with minimal immunity from previous waves (Oceania, South Korea),
2) Hong Kong without any infection immunity and poorly vaccinated, alone in its category,
3) Western countries that have maintained acceptable covid reporting.
Elsewhere it is complete silence…

South Africa again
South Africa, which was first affected by Omicron from the end of November 2021, is now affected by
BA.5 first, with its population already very immuno-depressed by AIDS (13% of the population,
downward trend).

We cannot iterate what is currently happening in South Africa to the rest of the world (AIDS prevalence,
low vaccination), but what is certain is that reinfections will rise at distance from that winter peak,
because some people stay immune for 1-2 years, others have already had the disease 3 times in 2 years.
To live happily, live hidden
The pandemic has become endemic, but like a cosmonaut clinging to his oxygen bottle, regular
vaccination will be necessary to protect fragile people. China has the logistical / digital means of its zeroCovid strategy and no desire to find itself in this dreadful cycle of waves. It will let the oracles predict the
magnitude of the next wave, watch the wave pass, and should pursue its Zero-Covid objective, before
and after the October Party congress.
Who will be affected first and how hard ? This will depend on the circulation of the virus at the time
when the infectious immunity will be weakened and therefore on the anteriority of the Omicron peak.
From our Global database (from Worldometer), countries with more than 2 million inhabitants have
been classified by date of the Omicron peak. With a peak before December 2021, there are already
around forty countries which have not experienced an Omicron peak: the Emirates with their policy of
permanent screening introduced for the Expo, Morocco which shut down its airports until mid-February,
and many other countries that stopped all reporting after reaching their vaccination target.

17 African countries are at the top of the chronology of the Omicron peaks. Then come Greece and the
UK (where Omicron was probably born in a context of heavy Delta traffic since July and Freedom Day...,
mixed with Delta and with a higher immunity than in South Africa for several weeks). Of these 17
countries, only South Africa has regular Covid reporting and a detectable level of testing.
End of ranking. After the 17 African countries with a peak in December, there are 99 territories with a
peak in January, mainly Western countries with substantial reporting. Then come the countries affected
later by Delta (Japan, Indonesia, South Korea) and which were affected by Omicron with a lag related to
their Delta immunity, and Greater China.

The language of aliens
The dynamics of the pandemic and its analysis are completely different in a context of zero covid
strategy than anywhere else and therefore we do not analyze the same indicators. With the mega
outbreaks in Shanghai and Jilin, we were able to comment for the first time since Wuhan on the same
indicators as those of our global analyses, namely:
1) incidence vs Population (respectively 1078 at peak for Shanghai and 243 for Jilin city /Changchun),
2) lethality (0.093% for Shanghai, which places it in 7th position of the lowest lethalities in the world),
3) share of cases of severe cases (0.59% at the peak of severe cases in Shanghai, 0.43% in Jilin),

The definition of severe cases that we collect in Worldometer varies from ICU to intubation depending
on the country. With 0.59% of severe cases at the peak, we see that Shanghai is not saturated in

intensive care and is rather considerate to patients at risk compared to countries that have experienced
very high incidence.
Despite this, there is still a total lack of understanding about several indicators for the analysts of the
international organizations.
First, asymptomatic people are often presented as not counted in official figures when they have always
been announced at least at national level by the Health Commission, including those that became
confirmed. Hence with the surge of so-called "asymptomatic" cases reported in Shanghai (they are not
really asymptomatic, but rather positive cases not yet examined), the researchers paid more attention
to these cases.
Worldometer, our Global data source, has kept its definition of new cases unchanged, limited to
confirmed cases (and we are adjusting it to include these asymptomatic, and separate imported cases
from local cases). John Hopkins University, the global reference, made an attempt to reintegrate them,
and there we are left speechless at the gap between their line and ours (from official Chinese data
collected every day, we can make mistakes but not to this extent…).

According to John Hopkins University, China peaked on April 21 and is now down 75% from the peak. In
fact, the incidence in mainland China peaked on April 14 and has since declined by 93%. As for the WHO
dashboard, it does not differentiate mainland China from the other territories, and is currently
unreadable due to the flare of cases in Taiwan.
John Hopkins shows a peak of new cases at 31,000 on 4/21, while on that date we recorded 23,000
cases. When China is at its peak, John Hopkins is 6% below and in the end we have 44% more at John
Hopkins over the period. Even if we add the territories of Greater China (the green curve which is rising
again driven by Taiwan), and do not deduct the asymptomatic that have become confirmed, it does not
help.

Second, it is the tests from China that are not reported in the international databases. We have been
stuck at 160 million tests for months… In China, even in the era of mega outbreaks, a large part of the
territory is Covid Free, screening campaigns are organized by cities as soon as a contact case appears, by
the companies for the exposed professions, and there is no provincial and even less national
consolidation.
And finally, there is a misunderstanding about the modes of transmission. As we know, the virus is
transmitted mainly via droplets propelled into the air (hence the interest in wearing a mask), but there
are many examples of clusters in China where the first infection was not by human contact, whether or
not the object is from the cold chain.
Here, it’s a matter of probability: in 99.9% of cases where an infected object is in contact with a human,
there is no transmission, but in the rare cases where the infection is transmitted to man, we will get a
cluster. This has been closely observed in dozens of pre-Omicron micro-clusters, with hundreds of fresh
food samples testing positive across the country, a tiny minority of which generated local infection.
Since BA.2, we have seen a large number of unexplained outbreaks in China, and those famous untraced
cases from Shanghai in compounds where there had been no cases before and in strict lockdown like
everyone else. On sequencing, we find a strain already active in China (like the current outbreak in
Beijing) without there having been interprovincial human movement (subject to quarantine, tests, etc.).

At the end of the road
Controlling outbreaks also means reducing the frequency of these homegrown outbreaks. We can
already see the impact of the improvement in Shanghai on the number of new outbreaks, which in April
returned to the level of February, still too high.

Our source database provides us with a number of independent sources of infection.

What is a "new cluster”? A truck driver returning from Shanghai who tested positive in his province will
not generate a “new” outbreak, at worst a sub-outbreak if he was not quarantined upon arrival, and this
happened in several provinces (Xining, Hebei, Shandong, Guangzhou). The only clusters for which no link
have been found with an existing cluster in the itinerary of patient 0 will count as “new cluster”. 57
"new" outbreaks in March are as many outbreaks that could be linked to transmissions by object / cold
chain from Shanghai / Jilin.

The 2 mega-clusters are coming to an end. In Jilin, schools have been gradually reopening since May 5, 0
new cases since May 14. In Shanghai, the incidence is down sharply, we reached 100% of traced cases
for several days, 3 days in a row as of May 16. The incidence will have to be further reduced to release
the population exhausted by weeks of confinement.

So close to the goal, China will not give up, ignores all the good advice given by the WHO, the European
Chamber of Commerce, etc., and publishes in the journal Nature a dreadful scenario of "living with the
virus" for China : 1.5 million deaths despite accelerated vaccination of the elderly, saturation of ICU up
to 15 times capacity, considering the limited equipment in ventilators outside of the Tier I cities.

May 10, 2022: Statement by the General Manager of the WHO, rejected by China.
The outbreaks in China, despite the pitfalls of counting cases and probably the first deaths of the mega
outbreaks (in particular the delays in reporting that we have observed), is an opportunity to have total
and daily coverage of the screening in the cities with outbreaks, and therefore epidemiological data
which is close to the reality of the virus because it is not subject to sample bias (incidence, positivity
rate, reproduction rate, incubation period, rate of severe cases, and in fine mortality rate). The WHO
assumes the world has accumulated solid experience Omicron well, for sure they have. Nevertheless
China, constantly confronted with it, but rarely overwhelmed thanks to its costly isolation on its planet,
has every opportunity to analyze it from every angle, and probably has built another type of expertise
on the virus.
Carole Gabay has been an expat with her family in Shanghai since 2013. A graduate of ESSEC in France,
with a long career in market research and data management, she found herself involved from the start
of the epidemic in China in the tracking of Covid data with the project of the volunteer team Solidarité
Covid – Français de Chine, an initiative of UFE-Shanghai. For regular analysis, articles, interviews,
presentation of the research project, the Website which now has its own domain:
www.solidaritecovid.com

Show your support for Solidarité Covid – Français de Chine on the crowdfunding operation on Yoopay:
https://yoopay.cn/cf/10212
Outside of China: https://deeperin19coviddata.wordpress.com/donate/
Thanks to Virginie Duret, Gaëlle Dechelette, joining Laëtitia Bernard-Granger and Claire Jiang to help
during the crisis of mega-clusters. Thanks to Jean-Paul Danon for help in the translation.

